Student Ambassadors 2016-17

Frank Vafier ’74 Ambassadors in Leadership (2 offered in 2016)

Mallika Shah (Jr): Ancient Indian Performance

Katherine Zaslavsky (Jr): Keep the Muslims Out: Understanding Narratives in both Sides of the Immigration Debate

James Houston ’80 Ambassador in Innovation

Evan Goldstein (Jr): Americana: A Poetic Rediscovery of the Contemporary American Landscape

Community Advocates Ambassador in Community Engagement

Francesca DiGiorgio (Jr): Opera Kids: SUNY Geneseo Young Artist Workshop

Provost’s Ambassador in Diversity

Alex McGrath (Jr): Archiving the Yiddish Language of Polish Silesia

John A. ’87 and MaryGrace ’84 Gleason Ambassador in Student Affairs

Hannah Loo (Jr): TED: Searching for Ideas Worth Spreading

Edward J. Pettinella ’73 Ambassador in Business

Ryan Ockenden (Jr) & Benjamin Conard (Sr): Five North: Changing the Way You Think About Chocolate

CAS Ambassador in Entrepreneurship

Aubrie Johnsen (Jr): Raising a Community

Gerard Gouvernét Ambassador in French Language and Culture

Chloe Forsell (Jr): Non-White Identity in Western Nations
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(cont’d)

Geneseo Alumni Association Ambassador in Philanthropy

Kyle Fletcher (Jr): Exploring Sustainable Economic Development and Resource Management in Borgne, Haiti

Geneseo Ambassadorship of Disruption

Brendan Mahoney (Soph): Frankenstein’s Review

Eddie Lee ’76 Ambassadorship for the First Generation

Hershley Nelson (Jr): State of Girl’s Education in Dakar, Senegal in the 21st Century